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The life of the littlest atom
Somewhere in the great heavens, not so long ago, the littlest atom hung out with
family groups of star-like atoms in happy clusters in a galaxy where no human has
ever been. Swimming together in huge, brilliant clusters in their space in the universe,
they looked something like the Milky Way looks in a crystal-clear night sky.
These vibrant atoms were all the same size and shape, and their cool, iridescent
colour was something to behold. They loved to race because then their colours would
pulse and glow. Since they were all so perfect and so much alike, they could find no
fault with each other. They loved where they lived and what they were.
Nothing really mattered in their space, not names or faces or places, because they
loved and trusted each other and the universal energy on which they lived. This
energy was simply called love.
The atom’s days were all the same and they swam like schools of little fish,
backward and forward, drinking up the energy of the many different solar systems.
Each day they found a different solar system to explore and to enjoy.
As they travelled, their kaleidoscope of colours turned from aqua blues and violets
to silver or gold, while their voices floated like angelic musical vibrations. Often they
would meet excited explorer atoms returning from other far-off places. The group’s
energies would expand each time another explorer returned home and told of their
adventurous travels.
After sharing their stories and before they could settle back into their families
again, the explorers had to report to the circle of elders. At that place they would be
kept in quarantine for a while to purify their energy fields.

As the littlest atom’s family swam happily among the galaxies, it would often lag
behind, just day-dreaming about the promised adventures in those far-off places. It
was happy, but it felt so bored, curious to see for itself what was out there. It was
growing up and desperately wanted to also be a hunter, to explore other universes and
to bring back amazing stories to share.
Often the more curious atoms would swim dangerously near the outer edges of
their energy fields. Although they knew no fear, they would become nervously excited
as they peered into the neighbouring darkness, trying to see what was out there … just
like the little atom was doing when this story began.

